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Inteconn

Based in the UK, Inteconn is a well-established global company,
boasting an exceedingly strong, wide and indispensable range of
PPE and outdoor equipment; with craftmanship that surpasses
expectation in the European and US markets. With over 20 years of
manufacturer experience, we are proud to have an ethos of
providing high-quality products, competitively priced, with a
professional service. Beyond this, our ambition is unparalleled; we
strive to be at the forefront of protecting customers for generations
to come with our ever-expanding range. Our tenacity, married with
experience, has entrenched our status as a global leader in the
design and manufacture of stylish, comfortable and high-quality PPE
and Outdoor equipment that meets stringent European and US
standards. We take great satisfaction in protecting people globally
with our extensive and unique range, bridging the gap between
Europe and Asia at the benefit of the customer.
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Vest
3M5510 Reflective tape
Fabric: 100% polyester
Color: Hivis Yellow/Orange
Size: S-3XL
Standard: EN20471

Jacket
Reflective tape. Zipper closure. 2 chest pockets
Fabric: 80%Polyester 20% Cotton Woven Twill
Color: Hivis yellow/black
Size: S-XXXL
Standard: EN20471
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Vest
Reflective tape
2 chest pockets,2 lower pockets
Velcro in front
Adjustable & expandable waist
Fabric: 100% polyester mesh
Color: Hivis Red/yellow
Size: S-3XL
Standard: ANSI/ISEA 107-2010

Trousers
3M reflective tapes around bottom
leg.
Elasticated waist.
Side pockets
Fabric: 300D 80% polyester/20% PU
coating Oxford
Colour: Hivis orange/Yellow
Size: S-XXXL
Standard: EN20471/EN343
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Children's
Logo on the front and back side.
3M Reflective tape .
Adjustable belt on each side.
Fabric:100% polyester
Colour:Hivis yellow/orange
Size : XXS-XL

Lots more styles available! Speak to us for more
information- we can work with you to develop
unique styles.
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Inteconn Enterprises Ltd.
Address: Suite 14/15 Rochester House Business Centre, 275 Baddow Road,
Chelmsford CM2 7QA, UK
Tel No.: 02033 998 388
Email: info@inteconn.co.uk
Website: www.inteconn.co.uk

